Gas exchange in living organisms
Which gases? CO2 and O2
An ideal gas exchange system must
- have a large SA:Volume ratio
- be thin, to reduce diffusion distance
- be selectively permeable
- have some way of generating mass flow/movement
Single-celled organisms (algae, yeast, bacteria)
- rely on diffusion and concentration gradients
Earthworm
- has a large SA:Vol ratio
- diffusion is sufficient to get oxygen into the cells
- has a primitive heart that circulates tissue fluid around
the body

Gas exchange in insects (pg 133)
- insects have an exoskeleton, which is impermeable to
water
- this prevents water loss from the body, but also
prevents diffusion of gases

- they have small openings on their body surface, called
spiracles, which can be opened and closed at will
- spiracles are connected to trachea
- trachea divide into tubes called tracheoles
- tracheoles extend throughout all the body tissue of the
insect

How trachea help with gas exchange:
Conc gradient
- in the muscles, the conc of CO2 is high
- in the air, the conc of O2 is high
- this creates a diffusion gradient for CO2 and O2
- CO2 diffuses out of the muscles into the air
- O2 diffuses from the air, into the muscles, using the
tracheoles

Mass flow/mass transport
- muscle contraction creates air movement, which
speeds up gas exchange

Water potential
- muscles cells produce lactic acid
- this reduces the water potential of the muscles
- water is drawn out from the ends of the tracheoles
- more of the surface is exposed to air
- gas exchange is quicker in air than in water

Pg 134, spiracle movement, Fig 3

When spiracles open, CO2 levels in the tissue drop, and
O2 levels rise
Important to only open the spiracles at periodic intervals,
to minimise water loss from the body

Gas exchange in fish (pg 135)

Gills → gill bars → gill filaments → gill lamellae
This increases SA for diffusion of oxygen

Mechanisms of gas exchange - parallel flow (pg 136)

- blood which is poor in oxygen meets water that is rich
in oxygen
- blood and oxygen flow in the same direction
- initial large and steep conc gradient
- as gas exchange takes place, the conc gradient starts
to drop
- stops when conc of O2 reaches equilibrium (both sides
at 50%)

Countercurrent flow in fish (change numbers)

- blood that is rich in oxygen meets water than is rich in
oxygen
- blood and water flow in opposite directions
- small, but CONTINUOUS conc gradient
- the conc of oxygen is blood is always slightly lower
than that in water
- around 80% of oxygen transferred

Gas exchange in plant leaves (pg 137)
Plants need to take in:
- O2 for respiration
- CO2 for photosynthesis
- O2 released during photosynthesis, but most of it diffuses into the air
- Similarly, most of the CO2 produced in photosynthesis diffuses out of
the leaf

Structural adaptations in plants
- stomata, that occur mostly on the underside of leaves
- surrounded by guard cells, which help to open and
close the stomatal pore
- this limits water loss

Light compensation point (Fig 4, page 138)

